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NEWS FROM SWITZERLAND

Basel it like Beckham
Millions of filmgoers know the

story of the Indian girl who defied
herparents to play football, but not
many know that the film's inspiration

lives in Switzerland.
As millions watched the Fifa

2007 Women's World Cup in
China, Permi Jhooti - the first
Asian female professional in England

and a Fifa ambassador -

welcomes the progress made in
women's football. She now plays for
Concordia Basel. The 36-year-old
has lived in Basel since 2005 —

when her husband started a job
with pharmaceuticals giant Novar-
tis — and when she is not on the
pitch she works at the university's
heart research department as an
IT specialist.

Permi Jhooti has settled into Basel - on and
off the pitch

In Bend it Like Beckham, family

tensions arise when the younger
daughter becomes more interested
in free kicks than the recipe for
aloo ghobi. Jhooti says this was the
same in her house, although she
admits that her parents, who
emigrated from India to England, did
let her attend training sessions.

"But it was hard work," she told
swissinfo. "On the one hand they
wanted to support me and help me
realise my ambitions — as many
Indian immigrant families do. But
on the other they also wanted to
protect me from the outside world,
from possible racism and other
dangers. It's still rare for Asian
girls to take part in this 'men's
sport'."

Jhooti stuck at it and became
the first female Asian professional
in England, playing for the

women's teams of London clubs
Fulham, Millwall and Chelsea.

Nevertheless her mother
wanted her to hang up her boots,
believing a young woman must
"marry and have children". But
Jhooti chose football. She did
eventually get married - albeit to a
white Englishman, not an Indian.
Jhooti said this was a bitter pill for
her parents, who as immigrants in
the 1960s had often been humiliated

by the English. But she says
her mother has since taken her son
-in-law to her heart.

Today Jhooti plays for Concordia

Basel's women's team. But as
an ambassador for Fifa, world
football's governing body, she travels
around the world, helping to build
women's clubs and leagues. She is
also planning to visit her parents'
homeland. "In India there are also

many young women who want to
play football. But first of all the
infrastructure must be created."

After the opening game of the
2007 Women's World Cup, Sepp
Blatter, the Swiss president of
Fifa, called for the tournament to
be expanded from 16 teams to 24.
"We have realised that in all countries

of the world, women can play
football. And they also play football
where their culture will not permit
them to play in public," he said.

But Jhooti says that despite
progress, women's football remains
a minority sport. "[Women] have a
similar problem to that of Swiss
mem the Italian, Spanish and English

leagues are so strong that at a
national level the Swiss clubs have
hardly got a chance." But she is
optimistic, although she admits
that "football is not for women"
attitudes still exist. "When I
started, there were few opportunities

for women. Things are different

now — also in Switzerland. People

previously said tennis was a

man's sport - nowadays men and
women receive the same prize
money at the big tournaments."

Jhooti also believes football can
be a good means for foreigners to
integrate in a new country - al-
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though she acknowledges that
racism in football exists. "Every
immigrant has to make an effort to
get to grips with their new homeland,"

she said, adding that they
shouldn't simply wait until
Switzerland offers them something.
"I'm learning German and French
and I'm also trying to make
personal contacts with Swiss people at
work and at the football club." And
so far she has had only positive
experiences. "The people here are
open and friendly — there is a great
sense of community."

Women's football is still a
minority sport but it is booming in
Switzerland. Since 2003 the number

of registered players has
doubled to almost 18,000. At this rate
football will soon become the most
popular sport among Swiss
females.

The 2007 Women's World Cup
took place in China from September

10-30. Sixteen countries
participated, with Germany beating
Brazil 2-0 in the final.

from swissinfo
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Rigilied
Vo Luzern gäge Weggis zue
brucht mer währli keini Schue.

Z Weggis fot. das Stiige-n-a
mit eusere Jumpfere Hopsassa.

S S
"Brüeder laufed nid eso

mer möged susch nid noche cho.
Ë

Im Chaltebad do chert me-n-i
und trinkt es Glesli guete Wii

« #5

und dänkt, mer weli bliibe do

mer möge nümme uf d'Rigi gcho.
£ J5

««Und wo mer sind uf d'Rigi cho
so lauft is s Sännemeitschi no.

Ë Ë
Es treit is Alperöseli na
und seit, es heg de no kei Ma.

£
De Ludi het em s Blüemli gno,
das wird no suuber usecho.

Jetz darf er nümme-n-uf d Rigi goh,
susch treit em s Meitschi s Büebli no.
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